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Ovulation Induction & Cycle Monitoring





	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	




Intrauterine Insemination (IUI)





	
	
	
	
	
	




Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection (ICSI)







	
	
	


Blastocyst Transfer







	
	


In Vitro Fertilisation (IVF)
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HOW TO CHOOSE A FERTILITY CENTER?
When it comes to fertility, every month offers a new lease of life. That's why, it's important to choose a fertility centre that presents you with a timely, accurate diagnosis and a well thought out treatment plan. Here are some factors you should consider while choosing a fertility centre.


Check for Specialised Doctors

Fertility is a complex, superspecialised field. An accurate diagnosis and treatment plan pivots on the expertise of your doctor. Your choice of clinic should hinge on the credentials and experience of the doctors that practise there. Gain a keyhole into the speciality and expertise of each doctor through online ratings, reviews and recommendations, or referrals from friends or relatives.


Examine Infrastructure

Infrastructure directly affects fertility success rates, which is why you should keep a basic facilities checklist while evaluating options. Check for a dedicated laboratory, an air quality-optimised operating theatre dedicated to fertility, a separate andrology lab and environmental control features. Even little setbacks can hinder conception, so it's essential to pay attention to the little details.


Evaluate Technology & Equipment

Smaller clinics with limited capabilities tend to force-fit couples into treatment programmes that are extremely unlikely to work. This is often because they lack adequate technology. A modern technology suite can significantly influence success rates and offer you a tailor-made treatment plan. Check whether your preferred clinic provides the latest technologies, such as time lapse embryo monitoring, preimplantation genetic screening (PGS), DNA fragmentation index (DFI), laser assisted hatching (LAH) and micro testicular sperm extraction (micro TESE). Even if you don't need these treatments, the fact that your clinic has them speaks volumes.


Assess Confidentiality & Transparency

Choose a clinic that is firmly rooted in an upstanding code of ethics. Consider confidentiality and transparency while making a decision. Ask difficult questions. During your initial consultation, observe how your doctor interacts with you and ask yourself whether you are clear about the road ahead. Speak to others who have sought services from the same clinic about their experience. You should be able to trust your doctor implicitly through a treatment plan, and it's wise to put your thoughts on the table right at the very outset.


Comprehensive Services

Seek a clinic that offers a selection of superspecialty services under one roof. A clinic that is inclined towards male and female fertility equally is a good place to start. Also, consider a fertility centre that links into a maternity hospital. By opting for a maternity programme right there, your history will remain intact, and your fertility specialist can refer you to an obstetrician who will pick up where they left off.




What Makes Cloudnine Different?
When it comes to fertility, every month offers a new lease of life. That's why, it's important to choose a fertility centre that presents you with a timely, accurate diagnosis and a well thought out treatment plan. Here are some factors you should consider while choosing a fertility centre.


Seasoned Superspecialists

On Cloudnine, our team of seasoned fertility superspecialists is underpinned by superior technological infrastructure and cutting-edge medical procedures. Our medical team is geared towards male and female fertility in equal measure, ensuring a holistic treatment plan and a higher success rate for a couple seeking help.



Advanced Technology

Medical technology plays a significant part in ensuring better treatments. On Cloudnine, we strive to stay ahead of the curve, by constantly updating our technological repertoire. Our treatment portfolio includes modern technologies such as time lapse embryo monitoring, vitrification, preimplantation genetic screening (PGS), DNA fragmentation index (DFI), laser assisted hatching (LAH).



State-of-the-Art Infrastructure

Our gold-standard infrastructure is a true testament to the thought and care that goes into creating a fertility protocol. Our fertility ecosystem is composed of dedicated operating theatres and treatment laboratories, equipped with air filters and environmental control features. Every Cloudnine Fertility unit also hosts an exclusive andrology lab that deals with diagnosing male fertility issues.



Consistency In Processes

The revolutionary fertility treatments offered on Cloudnine are the best of their kind in India today. We pay close attention to training, and our processes, protocols and success rates are consistent across India. We have been continually beating industry success rate benchmarks for our guests at all our centres.



Guest Experience

On Cloudnine, our consultations and treatment plans are personal, ethical, transparent and confidential, ensuring that you and your partner are enveloped in privacy all the way through. Every treatment cycle also includes a sequence of counselling sessions to prepare you for the road ahead. Our success rates are reflections of the depth of detail involved in every treatment plan.



State-of-the-Art NICU Facilities

The seasoned neonatal team on Cloudnine is experienced at handling high-risk preterm deliveries. Our NICU has been certified as Level-3 by the National Neonatology Forum and features the most advanced neonatal equipment in the world. Our GE Giraffe incubators and medical infrastructure form an uplifting ecosystem that is specialised in caring for babies as premature as 24 weeks.





Happy Families About Us
Testimonials


"We were referred to Dr. Shipra Singla as we had been struggling to conceive for the last five years and faced many problems. After our investigations, she advised us to consider IVF. She explained the entire process in detail and reassured us. We conceived in the first IVF cycle. We had our whole journey here at Cloudnine Hospital. Thank you, Dr. Shipra Singla and Cloudnine Hospital"
[image: ][image: ]Mrs. Anjali




"Our journey with Dr. Aanchal Agarwal at Cloudnine Hospital has been incredible. She gave very clear guidance, and my pregnancy journey was very smooth. Our experience at the hospital has been very smooth. The staff promptly answered and helped us with all our needs. We will definitely recommend Dr. Aanchal Agarwal and Cloudnine Hospital to everyone. Thank you so much"
[image: ][image: ]Mrs. Nikita




"We came to Cloudnine Hospital based on a recommendation. Dr. Aanchal Agarwal treated us and we conceived soon after. We are delighted with the hospitality here. Cloudnine Hospital and Dr. Aanchal Agarwal have fulfilled our dream of having a child. We are very grateful"
[image: ][image: ]Mrs. Archana Panwar
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